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I. TRANSDISCIPLINARY THINKING WITHIN CHILD RIGHTS EDUCATION

I. Within the literature of the social and traditional sciences there are growing epistemological and methodological trends towards transdisciplinarity. This chapter considers this evolution in the context of human rights education and stems from the notion that multi- and even interdisciplinary methods are no longer adequate to conceptualise the proliferation of new knowledge in this field. Its purpose is two-fold: firstly, to build the case for transdisciplinary thinking within the field of child and youth rights education, and secondly to offer one such heuristic model derived from a secondary analysis of the author’s doctoral study of Canadian and Scottish approaches. As philosophers DELEZUE and GUATTARI suggest, the rhizome is a more appropriate metaphor to understand the immense number of possible interconnections and assemblages making up temporal reality. In principal, the rhizome is anti-hegemonic; it is more concerned with space than of time, disables the formation of power centres and thus, will be drawn upon to reframe child rights teaching and learning.

Inspired by educators such as: Brazilian Freire, African-American women’s scholar bell hooks, and US critical theorist GROUX, this author discusses transdisciplinarity and human rights teaching as a transformative pedagogy concerning the kinds of knowledge which are at once between the disciplines, across the different disciplines

---

and beyond all discipline such as NICOLESCU contends. NICOLESCU's definition calls us to reconsider our perceptions of reality based upon what quantum physics has shown about the nature of the universe, and is one of the most widely referenced in this emergent discourse. He observes that multidisciplinary research concerns a topic, which may not be limited by one disciplinary perspective but whose goal nonetheless remains anchored within one disciplinary framework. While still concerned with one disciplinary framework, interdisciplinarity concerns the transfer of methods from one discipline to another. Its three defining degrees are concerned with levels of application, epistemology or the potential for generating completely new disciplines such as in the case of mathematical physics or computer art. Transdisciplinary research generally creates its own criteria and standards because of its unique, emergent qualities.

Sociologists BECK and SZNAJDER have also observed the social sciences being reshaped by a "trans-disciplinary cosmopolitanism" and a resultant movement away from "methodological nationalism." In the same journal TURNER, who has previously argued for a distinct theory of human rights, links transdisciplinary cosmopolitanism with the theoretical tension between local and global expressions of citizenship. The latter, he claims, simply does not exist, "Citizenship contrasts sharply with human rights", TURNER argues, due to implicit obligations by the state upon "the individual to carry out various civic duties such as military service, or at the very least, gainful employment". He contends the emerging notion that physically and mentally disabled people share similar social and political benefits as other citizens creates a "lack of fit between duties and rights, for example in the case of children's rights,...This lack of fit in the case of disabled persons accounts for the fact that they are discriminated against and are so often treated as second-class citizens," he observes. It is apparent, however, that such Enlightenment-era conservative notions of active citizenship being premised upon a dualism of "rights and responsibilities" are being challenged by the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (or the CRC).
As Turner suggests, the debate over emerging expressions of local and global citizenship is frequently being premised upon human rights pedagogies stemming from the cosmopolitan expression of children’s rights. In a similar vein, Malawian legal scholar Kamchewa maintains that the African Charter on the Rights of the Child was not an expression of cultural relativity, neither was it designed to infringe upon the principle of universality of human rights. Instead, he argues, it was meant to be complimentary to the CRC, which is solely a set of “minimum standards”. However, to mitigate early concerns for infantilising children within Southern nations through the CRC implementation, UK women’s scholar Burman encourages theorists and practitioners alike to engage in “disciplinary tourism” and experiment with ideas from outside western psychology. As feminists and child-rights activists have rightly pointed out, Burman argues it would be “foolish” to dispense with the notion of individual citizens precisely when women and children were beginning to acquire hard-won rights themselves.

Canadian sociologist Stasiulis argues that in contrast to the “hajókrupoty” of domestic approaches to child citizenship and “emancipation rights”, the larger children’s rights movement offers an alternative image due to its synergy between central concepts of participation and protection. Once again, the strictly juridical and legalistic constraints upon emerging forms of citizenship are seen as shifting as the CRC becomes more fully applied in the cultural milieu and lived experiences of young people. Building upon these introductory theorists, the focus of the chapter moves now to consider more closely how transdisciplinary thinking might aid adults and young people within human rights educational contexts.

It is also built upon an explicit assumption that accurate knowledge of the CRC is a prerequisite to exercising its rights, understanding violations and monitoring its outcomes. Since these terms have been committed to by 192 nations[12] the chapter is framed by CRC Article 42, arguably its least ambiguous text: The CRC states in Article

---

42 that, "States Parties undertake to make the principles and provisions of the Convention widely known, by appropriate and active means, to adults and children alike".

The argument for adopting a transdisciplinary approach within child and youth rights pedagogy and, for considering CRC Article 42 as one such cross-cutting framework, are considered again in the following four sections. The first begins with a comparative overview of salient issues confounding Canadian child rights legislative, policy, and research agendas through a rhizomatic, transdisciplinary lens. Secondly, a theoretical discussion relocating children's rights education in the larger discourse of human rights occurs. Thirdly, empirical support is offered from a selection of texts obtained through secondary analysis of existing qualitative data from the author's doctoral study. Finally, a key finding from this study suggesting that the CRC's drafters had conceived of Article 42 as a compliance indicator, has shaped development of a heuristic model\(^{13}\) reprinted here as a contribution towards transdisciplinarity within human rights education. The model is posited as the type of "transdisciplinary tool" and new "model of analysis" called for by educators, \textsc{giroux} and \textsc{sklar}, \textsc{giroux} to promote active citizenship in democratic societies.\(^{14}\)

2. \textbf{COMPETING AND COMPARING CANADIAN CITIZENSHIP DISCOURSES}

2. Rather than utilising a conceptual framework from the 1948 Declaration of Human Rights as many have done,\(^{15}\) this author views new opportunities for human rights education through the transdisciplinary implementation of the CRC. As many authors have noted, the CRC represents the most widespread expression of human rights in history spreading in the rapid, unpredictable fashion of the horticultural rhizome. For better and for worse, the CRC moved throughout the world in the 1990s similar to the rhizome which grows at or just below the soil surface and is distinguishable from more common root systems by the presence of innumerable nodes such as those visible in the bamboo, iris, or spider plants.

\footnotesize{\(^{13}\) R.C. M\textsc{itchell}, supra (note 1), 325; \(^{14}\) H. \textsc{giroux} and S. \textsc{sklar}, \textsc{giroux}, \textsc{take back Higher Education - Race, Youth and the Crisis of Democracy in the Post-Human Rights Era,} (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004, 109). \(^{15}\) See for example C. \textsc{lohr}, \textsc{lohr}, \textquoteleft\textsc{Lohr}, \textsc{international approaches to human rights education\textquoteright}, (2003) 48 \textsc{International Review of Education,} 173-185; and \textsc{A. \textsc{lindgren}}, \textsc{a. \textsc{lindgren}}, \textquoteleft\textsc{The Declaration of human rights in postmodernity\textquoteright}, (2000) 22 \textsc{Human Rights Quarterly,} 478-500.}
Diverse theorists within philosophy, 
psychiatry, 
in nursing, 
and children’s rights education have drawn upon this metaphor of the rhizome to discuss transdisciplinary theoretical developments in their respective fields. While beginning from the Canadian legal and educational context, the author observes that nations in both the developed (or minority) world and the developing (or majority) world will encounter similar concerns when teaching children human rights. Building on a variety of disciplinary approaches in this way also permits the foundation of the growing Canadian controversy surrounding children’s rights education to be made more explicit. Within this context, it is worthwhile emphasising that many dozens of nations have signed and ratified the CRC, and notwithstanding the unprecedented cultural diversity, because of common texts many will encounter similar challenges within their own legal, educational, and political systems. Nevertheless, due to the overall dearth of applied research in human rights education, misunderstandings frequently prevail and the fullest significance of the civil rights of young people is still at a fragile phase.

3. Up to this historical juncture, Canadians have been proud of their international reputation for human rights promotion at home and abroad. Indeed, it is part of the national identity that former Prime Minister Brian Mulroney co-hosted the 1990 UN World Summit for Children, and similar to dozens of UN-member states at that time, ratified the CRC within the following year. However, as the UN Decade for Human Rights Education (1995–2004) passed by, frequent invitations from UN sources to develop and implement rights-based curricula were largely ignored across the country. As one consequence, in 2004 the Canadian Senate Standing Committee on Human Rights began to investigate the growing lack of domestic compliance with the treaty’s core principles and provisions.

Committee chair Senator Raynell ANDREYCHUK observes that the original intent was to examine how Canada could maximise the impact and application of the CRC. However, “in the course of the study the Committee became increasingly convinced that, in both theory and practice, children’s rights in this country are not understood, or indeed provided” notwithstanding the increasing rhetoric that “children are citizens...

---

Footnotes:

1. G. DELEUZE and F. GUATTARI, supra (note 2).
rights. The Reform Party went back to their riders and addressed all local School Boards that said they wouldn't have the election and put pressure on them. Many didn't because of their inaccurate arguments."

In sharp contrast to Canada, once again, a researcher and director for the non-governmental organisation Save the Children in Scotland discussed how history and culture have each intersected in the rights debate to impact new forms of citizenship teaching for children and young people. "I think it's a culture that inhibits rights... We don't really have rights... It's not really nice, it's a little bit pushy, it's a little bit demanding. It's rights and responsibilities. But what babies have responsibilities? Tell me. Dirty babies have the same rights as clean babies! Bad kids have the same rights as good kids! If you start making conditions and say that you only have rights if you're a nice kid... Our stance would be children have rights. That's it! They may learn about them better if you put them into a context that appreciates others' rights. Like all adults, the reality is that you still have your rights anyway."

4.3. ROLE OF CRC REPORTING AND UN TREATY MONITORING

10. The current Chair of the Committee on the Rights of the Child, Professor Dolfik spoke of innovative approaches towards rights-based teaching and power sharing that the Committee has encountered during their evaluation of hundreds of domestic reports under Article 44, to date. "In terms of the best kinds of schools, there are many good examples but one that stands out is those early-learning centres in the north of Italy (Reggino, Emilia). They have innovative and very democratic styles of teaching, and of simply being with even very young learners... part of this new kind of rights culture also has to do with sharing power or perhaps losing a certain level of control, at least some of the control, you were used to as a teacher..."

Finally, during participant observations at the 2002 UN Special Session for Children, the author interviewed the director of a US-based NGO and a key participant in the Ad-Hoc Group during the CRC drafting. This authoritative key informant provided archival documents that supported her recollections of the lengthy negotiations leading to the exact wording for CRC Article 42:

"It was 1987, and the NGO Ad-Hoc Group suggested we have a proposal about the implementation of the CRC... Article 42 did not have the word 'appropriate' in the First Reading and the word appears something like 45 times in the Convention..."

---

seemed that would be something you could measure if you were measuring the extent to which a country were living up to its obligations... if you are making the "principles and provisions" known. The opposite to this is, Article 44 and making the reports widely available to the public... between the two it’s like a see-saw.\footnote{For further analysis see: R.C. Mitchell, supra (note \textbf{1}), 324-328.}

These observations from a participant during the treaty’s drafting in New York were deemed authoritative due to her role during a ten-year process of negotiation leading to adoption of the CRC at the UN in 1989. Her recollections and supporting archival materials became significant findings from the study. Recalling the relationship between basic human rights education and knowledge obliged within Article 42, and the periodic domestic reports required under Article 44, such a "minimal approach" to compliance to the treaty was deemed by CRC drafters to be capable of measurement by individuals, organisations and States Parties alike. Her argument that this approach to treaty compliance—simply letting educators, adults and young people have basic knowledge of the treaty’s existence—was envisioned as the starting point necessary for "adults and children alike" to understand the CRC’s core principles.

\textbf{11.} After a rigorous coding of 50 interview transcripts obtained during the study and a thorough analysis of research themes that each pointed towards institutional power relations, the following theoretical model was developed, taking into account the monitoring and reporting "balance" described by Price Cohen.\footnote{This transdisciplinary child rights implementation model is hereewith represented for wider application with permission of the publishers.}

\textbf{Figure 1. Transdisciplinary CRC Model}
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Based upon an additional thematic analysis of fieldwork and data, the transdisciplinarity of the CRC is highlighted within the accompanying model, and is presented in support of introducing basic human rights knowledge within educational settings across disciplines, between disciplines and beyond all discipline. The dynamic process illustrated in the model also implies a type of rhizomatic balance for human rights educators accounting for Article 42’s core “principles and provisions”—one that allows for both non-linearity and local contingency. In addition, recommendations contained within domestic child rights reports under Article 44 are highlighted. These systemic events may be represented within local educational contexts as illustrated by resting upon the fulcrum of interpersonal, national and international power relations. Such an approach to the macro- and micro-systemic features embedded within the CRC also takes into account the inherent agency of young people within such exchanges of power.

5. CONCLUSION

12. Inadequate Canadian efforts to educate children, young people and adults about the CRC are currently being reviewed by the Canadian Senate Standing Committee on Human Rights, and offer a critical context for this discussion: While numerous UK and European nations are considering the CRC within the pedagogy of citizenship, in Canada, the debate has stagnated and, consequently, few children or adults are receiving any basic education concerning the treaty.

13. The author has presented both theoretical and empirical arguments that children’s rights are better understood as a transdisciplinary, rhizomatic expression of international human rights law, rather than any essentialised expression of “childhood”. Such a contention contrasts the more traditional arborescent expressions of childhood and youth theorising within an emergent, discrete yet transdisciplinary rights discourse transcending most contemporary legal, educational, philosophical, political and sociological debates about the nature of young peoples’ human rights. To support this stance, salient literature and selected findings from a secondary analysis of the author’s doctoral study comparing CRC educational policies within Canada and Scotland were presented. As Nicaescu suggests: “For the moment, the term transdisciplinarity retains a certain pristine charm, mostly because it has not yet been corrupted by time. It has begun spreading around the globe, popping up in unexpected places, giving voice to a lively new concept that is not yet widely understood… It was coined to give expression to a need that was perceived—especially in the area of education”.

Interventia
—to celebrate the transgression of disciplinary boundaries, an act that far surpassed the multidisciplinary, and the interdisciplinary approaches.""}

This is a remarkably similar description of how the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child continues to move throughout the increasingly globalised community of nation states.
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B. NICOLAS, supra (note 3), 1.